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THE DOCTRINE OF THE IDENTITY OF OPPOSITES AS
INDICATING THE SOURCES OF PATHOLOGICAL GERMS

MAHDIHASSAN*

ABSTRACT

The plague bacterium is a thermophilic germ infecting the circulatory system of
Mam:ot where it produces warmth to overcome cold of Siberia. It infects rats and
plague. Marmot and Rat represent opposites both carrying the same germ. 1he leprosy
germ is also thermophn ic but infects the nervous system of North Scandinavian Rat
which feeling warm ignores the cold outside and searches its food energetically.
Leprosy in man also produces the feeling of excessive warmth as its symptom. The
malaria germ is therrnor.hobic preventing a flying bat from increased temperature. Its
main function is to lower body heat, or lower the temperature even producing "sgue"
on account of which malaria is called "ague-feve'''. Bat and man would be the oppo-
sites. in bat as symbiote and in man as pathological Generalizing it may be said that if
a germ is a disease producer in one case it is expected that it is symbiotic in another
which then has to be discovered.

It has been stated that dirt is
matter in the wrong place. Thus farm
yard manure when dropped in a court
yard would be dirt but the same on
the farm would be a fertilizer and
nutrient to plant life. Here it would
be matter in the right place. We can
correspondingly maintain that a germ
is pathological in a wrong host but
symbiotic and useful in a right host.
We take the case of plague bacte-
rium. It causes Plague in rats and
in man but in Marmot of Siberia it is
symbiotic and useful. keeping the
animal warm while it is hibernating
under ground during winter. It is a

thermophilic bacterium useful to
Marmot which lives in a cold country
andneeds an agency to raise body
heat when there is cold outside.

If Siberia is cold Northern Scan-
dinavia is still colder. Rats roaming
about in search of food-stuff find the
climate so cold as to prevent their
movement. Then there is no alter-
native than to select a thermophilic
bacterium and allow it to infect the
nervous system so that the rat would
feel warm while there is cold outside.
This thermophilic bacterium in other
rats and in man would produce lep-
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rosy. I have known a case of a lep-
rous woman whose main complaint
was the feeling of heat and she
wanted to be bathed with cold water.
This case would be the typical one
while there are others more obvious
but secondary. We have then two
germs each thermophilic, the plague
germ remaining in the circulatory
system keeping the body warm and the
other the leprosy germ remaining in
the nervous system making the rat
feel warm enabling it to move about
in search of food-stuff. It is other-
wise known that plague is primarily
a disease of rats and there is also
rat-leprosy. With these germs there
are life-forms to which they are use-
ful and also others to which they are
pathological and harmful. Thus arise
two life forms as opposite of each
other.

We may now consider a thermo-
phibic germ which produces "ague"
in wrong host but prevents feverish-
heat in another carrier. The micro-
organism is the malaria germ. And
we know a malaria patient first com-
plains of fits of "ague" and later of
fever. When a bird flies its body
temperature increases. But a bird
has hollow bones which allow proper
respiration preventing over-heat. The
bat also flies but being a mammal its
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bones are full of marrow. Hence it
needs an agency that would prevent
the system experiencing excessive
warmth. The Malaria germ is therm-
ophobic and prevents the body from
becoming over-heated.

In Mysore the district of Shimoga
has a village called Garsappa. There
is the highest water-fall in India.
This attracts visitors. Now if any
one stays there for a week one is
sure to return as a patient of malaria.
There are forests in the locality and
correspondingly a permanent popula-
tion of bats. Mosquitoes then find
it easy to carry the malaria germ
from bats to man. I have myself
gone there and returned as a malaria
patient. From the above facts taking
the malaria germ bat and man would
be the opposites. In the former case
the germ would be symbiotic and
normal in the other pathological and
harmful. Cosmology recognizes four
cosmic elements and four cosmic
qualities as heat, cold, moisture and
dryness. As disease producers we
have plague germ and leprosy germ
each [J'} thermophilic while the mala-
ria germ would be thermophobic.
There must be germs which produce
excessive moisture and excessive
dryness but these have not been
studied.
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